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MISSION 

The U.S. NABCI Monitoring Subcommittee was 
established in 2005 to provide technical 

expertise and recommendations for improving 
bird monitoring such that effective and efficient 

integrated monitoring programs are in place, 
institutionally supported, and informing 

conservation throughout the full annual cycle.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Subcomittee is comprised of federal agencies, state agencies, non-governmental organizations, and bird initiative representatives.  The actions undertaken by the Subcommittee are intended to complement and support existing collaborative partnerships, Joint Ventures, planning efforts, programs, and activities associated with the U.S NABCI Committee (Committee).  The Subcommittee’s activities are directly linked to the overarching NABCI goal of “delivering the full spectrum of bird conservation through regionally based, biologically driven, landscape-oriented partnerships.”



GOALS 

• Fully integrate monitoring into bird 
conservation and management practices. 

• Coordinate monitoring programs to solve 
conservation problems effectively. 

• Increase the value by improving statistical 
design. 

• Maintain bird population monitoring data 
in modern data management systems.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From “Opportunities for Improving Avian Monitoring,” produced by the U.S. NABCI Monitoring Subcommittee in 2007:Fully integrate monitoring into bird conservation and management practices and ensure that monitoring is aligned with management and conservation priorities.Coordinate monitoring programs among organizations and integrate them across spatial scales to solve conservation or management problems effectively.Increase the value of monitoring information by improving statistical design.Maintain bird population monitoring data in modern data management systems.  Recognizing legal, institutional, proprietary, and other constraints provide greater availability of raw data, associated metadata, and summary data from bird monitoring activities and programs.  



U.S. NABCI Strategic Plan 2014 - 2016 

• Promote and advance outcome-based 
monitoring and database management 
– Collaborative data repositories/management 

systems 
– Metadata, reference grid & vegetation sampling 

standards 
– Improved decision support for impact 

management and Birds of Cons. Concern 
– Workshop to Assess Demographic Monitoring 

Needs (November 18-20, 2014) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here I’m providing the list of strategies/topics assigned to the NABCI Monitoring Subcommittee in the recent Strategic Plan, but today’s presentation will only focus on the Demographic Monitoring Workshop



Demographic Monitoring Workshop 

• What limits and regulates populations? 

• Why are some species declining and others increasing? 

• What data do we need and how can we collect it? 

• How to apply results to on-the-ground conservation? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Workshop: Developing a Shared Vision for a Demographic Monitoring Network, Baton Rouge, LA, Nov 18-20, 2014Demographic monitoring is one of the keys to the success of bird conservation in the future.  Today, we often do bird conservation without knowing the causes of population decline.  Models now exist that can tell us where and when populations are most at risk, but these models require data regarding seasonal survivorship and reproductive success.  Demographic monitoring is the best source for these sorts of data.The questions that can potentially be addressed include:



Demographic Monitoring Workshop 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GOAL: Develop a framework that guides collection and use of data to inform full life cycle models to identify which limiting factors are most important, where and when they might be most effectively addressed and what decision making processes and conservation actions are necessary to conserve (all) birds.



Demographic Monitoring Workshop 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The challenges we face include:How to aggregate and integrate efforts across programs, particularly across geographic and temporal scales?Determining if and how existing programs might be retro-fitted? How to expand monitoring and build capacity in Latin America, where many populations of migratory birds may be limited?How can we better understand connectivity among linked populations?Where should we best invest limited conservation resources?



Demographic Monitoring Workshop 

Technical Considerations 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goal of models is identifying the limiting factors of bird populations What vital rates are the proximate demographic limiting factors?  What is driving the effects on these vital rates?Appropriate scales for modeling: How many pieces do you need to break it down into and how many pieces can you break it down into?Provide necessary info to make a decision then make a decision making tool that elucidates that in terms of management actions and dollars needed, present this, then leave up to stakeholders for the how.



Demographic Monitoring Workshop 

Decision-Making Considerations 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demographic monitoring and FLC models lead to more strategic and effective bird cons.Set SMART goalsWhich decisions occur at each scale (local, regional, national, continental, hemispheric)?Research, monitoring, and management questions need to be linked.



Demographic Monitoring Workshop 

Integrate Knowledge and Activities 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to develop a framework that guides collection and use of demographic and other data to inform FAC models. This in turn will tell us what limiting factors are most important, where and when those factors are important, and will help up define a SDM process to help define when and where those are necessary.Think biologically & coordinate hemispherically!Expand and coordinate existing bird monitoring networks [click]Prioritize knowledge gaps for migratory birds south of U.S. [click]Define steps needed to fund networks and partnerships. [click]Existing international demographic results are valuable!Advocate for a hemispheric convention for migratory bird conservation (e.g. expansion of the MBTA)



December 2015 

Demographic Monitoring for 
Strategic Bird Conservation in 

the Western Hemisphere 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are producing a white paper to summarize questions raised and challenges identified during the 2014 workshop and to lay out specific avenues for improving the current situation.  We intend to complete the document by the end of 2015 and will follow up with targeted communications that reach out to our target audience (below) to help funding programs \include priorities in their RFPs and move to implementation (assigning strategy and action leads, timelines).  The concept for this white paper and outline were approved at the February 2015 U.S. NABCI Meeting.Audience: US NABCI Committee, Council for the Conservation of Migratory Birds (E.O.)Trilateral/International StakeholdersFlyways, Joint Ventures, Bird Conservation Plan Partnerships (initiatives), AFWAMonitoring practitioners (people who collect info)ManagersNFWF, Development staff at ABC and other NGOs
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